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Press release 
March 01, 2024 | Mumbai 

 

Revenue growth of CV makers to moderate to 5-7% next fiscal 
Operating margins seen steady with better realisation, stable commodity prices 

 

Commercial vehicle (CV) makers will see revenue growth moderating to 5-7% on-year next fiscal after an estimated 
~9% rise this fiscal. This will be driven by price hikes as volume growth is expected to be modest for medium and 
heavy CVs (M&HCVs) and flattish for light CV (LCVs). 
 
Higher average realisations due to better growth in M&HCVs, and stable raw material (especially steel, iron and 
aluminium) prices will help sustain operating margin at 10-11% next fiscal.  
 
A CRISIL Ratings study of four CV makers, accounting for over 70% of the market share, indicates as much. 
 
LCVs clock ~60% of the sector’s volume and MHCVs the rest. Buses are included in both LCVs and MHCVs. 
 
M&HCV demand is contingent upon activity in key end-user infrastructure related sectors — roads, real estate, mining 
and construction, besides transportation and replacement demand. LCV demand, on the other hand, is dependent on 
last-mile connectivity and e-commerce players. 
 
Says Anuj Sethi, Senior Director, CRISIL Ratings, “Revenue growth of CV makers will be driven by higher 
realisations next fiscal. We expect domestic revenue growth for M&HCVs to lower to 2-3% (~ 5% this fiscal), 
and this too will largely be driven by demand for buses. The likelihood of brief slowdown in infrastructure 
spending owing to general elections and continuing high interest rates shall impact overall M&HCV growth. 
Demand for LCVs is seen subdued this fiscal due to high-base effect and moderation in spends by e-
commerce players. A similar trend is expected next fiscal as well.”  
 
Domestic sales, accounting for over 90% of total volume, are expected to inch closer to the previous peak of ~10 lakh 
units seen in fiscal 2019. Export volume, however, will continue to be sluggish due to continuing inflationary 
headwinds and economic slowdown in key markets such as Sri Lanka, Africa, and Latin America.  
 
This fiscal operating margin is seen reaching pre-pandemic peaks of ~10%, supported by price hikes to offset higher 
cost of compliance on emission norms, better realisations due to increased sales of M&HCVs and stable raw material 
prices. This trend is expected to be sustained next fiscal too. That said, in the event of continued sluggishness in sale 
volumes, discounts offered by CV makers may increase, and partially impact operating margins. 
 
Says Anil More, Associate Director, CRISIL Ratings, “The modest increase in sale volume will take capacity 
utilisation of CV makers to 72-74% next fiscal from 70-72% estimated this fiscal, obviating the need for 
significant capacity addition and thus keeping capital spend in check. This, together with steady cash flows 
and strong balance sheets, will ensure improvement in key debt metrics of CV makers.” 
 
For players rated by CRISIL Ratings, interest coverage and debt to earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and 
amortisation are expected to remain strong at 7-9 times and 1.0-1.5 times, respectively, for this and the next fiscal.  
 
Given that CV fortunes are linked to macro and industrial growth, the pace of economic activity, interest rate 
movement and inflationary pressures will bear watching. 
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About CRISIL Ratings Limited (A subsidiary of CRISIL Limited, an S&P Global Company)  
CRISIL Ratings pioneered the concept of credit rating in India in 1987. With a tradition of independence, analytical rigour and 
innovation, we set the standards in the credit rating business. We rate the entire range of debt instruments, such as, bank loans, 
certificates of deposit, commercial paper, non-convertible / convertible / partially convertible bonds and debentures, perpetual bonds, 
bank hybrid capital instruments, asset-backed and mortgage-backed securities, partial guarantees and other structured debt 
instruments. We have rated over 33,000 large and mid-scale corporates and financial institutions. We have also instituted several 
innovations in India in the rating business, including rating municipal bonds, partially guaranteed instruments and infrastructure 
investment trusts (InvITs). 
  
CRISIL Ratings Limited ("CRISIL Ratings") is a wholly-owned subsidiary of CRISIL Limited ("CRISIL"). CRISIL Ratings Limited is 
registered in India as a credit rating agency with the Securities and Exchange Board of India ("SEBI"). 
  
For more information, visit www.crisilratings.com   
 
About CRISIL Limited 
CRISIL is a leading, agile and innovative global analytics company driven by its mission of making markets function better.  
 
It is India’s foremost provider of ratings, data, research, analytics and solutions with a strong track record of growth, culture of 
innovation, and global footprint. 
 
It has delivered independent opinions, actionable insights, and efficient solutions to over 100,000 customers through businesses that 
operate from India, the US, the UK, Argentina, Poland, China, Hong Kong and Singapore. 
 
It is majority owned by S&P Global Inc, a leading provider of transparent and independent ratings, benchmarks, analytics and data 
to the capital and commodity markets worldwide 
 
For more information, visit www.crisil.com  
 

Connect with us: LINKEDIN | TWITTER | YOUTUBE | FACEBOOK  
 

 

CRISIL PRIVACY 
CRISIL respects your privacy. We may use your personal information, such as your name, location, contact number and email id to fulfil your request, service your account 
and to provide you with additional information from CRISIL. For further information on CRISIL’s privacy policy please visit www.crisil.com/privacy. 
 
DISCLAIMER 
This Press Release is transmitted to you for the sole purpose of dissemination through your newspaper / magazine / agency.  The Press release may be used by you in 
full or in part without changing the meaning or context thereof but with due credit to CRISIL Ratings Limited (hereinafter referred to as “CRISIL Ratings”).  However, 
CRISIL Ratings alone has the sole right of distribution (whether directly or indirectly) of its Press Releases for consideration or otherwise through any media including 
websites, portals etc. 
 
CRISIL Ratings has taken due care and caution in preparing this Press Release. Information has been obtained by CRISIL Ratings from sources which it considers 
reliable. However, CRISIL Ratings does not guarantee the accuracy, adequacy or completeness of information on which this Press Release is based and is not responsible 
for any errors or omissions or for the results obtained from the use of this Press Release.  CRISIL Ratings, especially states that it has no financial liability whatsoever to 
the subscribers/ users/ transmitters/ distributors of this Press Release. CRISIL Ratings or its associates may have other commercial transactions with the company/entity. 
 
CRISIL Ratings Limited is a wholly owned subsidiary of CRISIL Limited. 
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